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Performance Returns
The RoboCap UCITS Fund USD Institutional Founder share class ended July with a NAV of 202.92, up
+5.05% in the month. This brings the net performance of the fund to 18.19% year-to-date and
+102.92% since inception

The Manager

Investment Objective & Strategy
RoboCap is a thematic equity fund focusing on Robotics, Automation and AI listed stocks. This fastgrowing theme includes general automation, industrial robotics, healthcare robotics, 3D printing,
drones, autonomous vehicles, key components, enabling software and artificial intelligence. A key
aspect of the strategy is that we aim to primarily invest into ‘pure-play’ stocks which have at least 40%
of sales coming from Robotics and Automation related end markets. The portfolio aims to hold
around 30 positions out of a target universe of 230 stocks. The investment selection is based on
fundamental proprietary analysis in cooperation with leading robotics experts

Market Commentary
July was another strong month for the portfolio as Robotics and AI companies posted robust results
while other equity markets were generally flat to negative. COVID-19 continues to spread around the
world and some companies have indicated that the Work-From-Home policy may be in place for
another year, but significant progresses for treatments and vaccines give good reasons for hope
towards year-end. US-China tensions remain high as goods made in Hong Kong and sold in the US will
now be labelled as Made in China. While China showed that its economy rebounded by 3.2% yoy in
Q2, the US annualized GDP fell by 32.9% qoq, but the market is focusing on the coming rebound.
Large US technology companies faced Congress as it debates if they should be broken up due to their
market dominance. We do not hold any of those companies in the portfolio and expect that this
question will come back, especially if Biden wins the US presidential elections. Trump indicated that
he may want to delay the election, but the Democrat led Congress is extremely unlikely to approve it.
During the month, all sub-themes posted positive returns. In line with the earnings and guidance
announced during the month, most stocks appreciated. Industrial Robotics share prices and earnings
growth lagged due to the coronavirus and uncertainty about the timing of the recovery, but many
companies indicated that orders are bottoming out. Since the end of July, we saw a notable rotation
from high-growth Software and AI companies that have outperformed this year into the more cyclical
and industrial names. We think it is positive for sustainability of the rally that other sectors than tech
participate. Robotics and AI are a multi-sector theme, not just a sub-sector of tech.
Among the notable comments, Tesla announced a fourth consecutive quarterly profit and Musk
pushed the idea of Full Self-Driving Cars by the end of this year, a tight deadline that will be very hard
to reach. Its stable productions figures reflect an impressive execution in this challenging environment
for automakers and the stock should be included to the S&P500. Brooks Automation also beat
expectations and raised guidance for their automation solutions for both semi-conductors and life
science. While Intuitive Surgical Sales did slow down in Q2, they increased their already significant
lead over their peers that are accumulating delays in the launch of their robotics solutions due to
COVID-19.
During the month, we trimmed some positions that did well this year as the valuation levels
approached our target. We exited one software company where falling expected growth and peak
valuation did not add up for us. We added another Software company with a higher expected growth
(+18%) at a reasonable price. Going forward, we think that the next leg up will be based on earnings
and sales growth in H2, not on multiple expansions. Low interest rates and massive stimulus remain
supportive of equites. We see a healthy level of M&A activity and interesting IPOs in our space.
Finally, we would like to welcome Nick Martin to RoboCap who has joined our team as Operations
Manager.
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The performance figures quoted above represent the performance of the RoboCap UCITS Fund since launch on 4th January 2016. These
performance figures refer to the past and past performance is not a reliable guide to future performance.

Jonathan Cohen (CIO)

has over 15 years of
investment experience in equities acquired at boutique
asset management companies and banks like Goldman
Sachs. He held the titles of CIO and Senior Portfolio
manager during his last positions. Jonathan has a Masters
in Management with a major in Finance from the
University of St Gallen (HSG).

Heenal Patel (Senior Analyst) has over 18 years of
experience in equity analysis in the industrials and
automotive sectors. He began his career as UBS Global
Asset management where he helped to run European
industrial and automotive portfolios, before moving onto
sell-side positions at DrKW and industrials at S&P Equity
Research. He holds a degree in Economics and Finance
from the University of Manchester.

Hiroshi Kamide (Equity Analyst)

has 24 years
experience, including 17 years investment experience in
TMT and Japanese equities. He worked at Cazenove, KBC
Securities Japan, JPMorgan Securities Tokyo and more
recently Daiwa Securities in London. He graduated from
Aston University with a BSc Hons in Human Psychology and
became a qualified accountant (ICAEW) at KPMG in
London.

Fund Facts
Structure
Domicile
Passported
Liquidity
Fund AUM
Strategy AUM
Inception

UCITS Fund
Ireland
France, Germany, Luxembourg,
Singapore (QI only), Spain, Switzerland
and UK
Daily
$100 million
$140 million

4th January 2016

Share Class
Currency
Mgt. Fee
Perf. Fee
Min Init. Sub.
ISIN Codes

Institutional Founder
EUR/USD/CHF/GBP
1.00%
10.00%
5,000,000
EUR: IE00BYZB6N09
USD: IE00BYZB6R47
CHF: IE00BYZB6Q30
GBP: IE00BYZB6P23

Share Class
Currency
Mgt. Fee
Perf. Fee
Min Init. Sub.
ISIN Codes

Institutional A Pooled (Clean)
EUR/USD/CHF/GBP
1.25%
12.50%
1,000,000
EUR: IE00BYZB6855
USD: IE00BYZB6C93
CHF: IE00BYZB6B86
GBP: IE00BYZB6962

Share Class
Currency
Mgt. Fee
Perf. Fee
Min Init. Sub.
ISIN Codes

Institutional B Pooled
EUR/USD/CHF/GBP
1.50%
15.00%
500,000
EUR: IE00BYZB6D01
USD: IE00BYZB6H49
CHF: IE00BYZB6G32
GBP: IE00BYZB6F25
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Composition of Fund (as of 31/07/2020)
Top 5 Holdings (alphabetical)

Holdings By Sub-Theme (% of Equity Holdings)

Advanced Micro Devises
Brooks Automation

AI
Autonomous
Vehicles
Consumer Robotics

19,61%

Intuitive Surgical

2,53%

PTC

3,82%

General Automation

Key Fund Metrics

23,26%

Healthcare Robotics
Industrial Robotics

CrowdStrike Holdings

15,72%
4,88%

Key Components

7,86%

Med. Weighted Fwd P/E 12M

45.72x

Med. Weighted Fwd P/E 24M

31.97x

Median Dividend Yield

0.44%

No. of Holdings

Software

37

Volatility

22,32%

16.60%

Sharpe Ratio (annualized)
0,00%

5,00%

10,00%

15,00%

20,00%

Holdings By Currency (% of Equity Holdings) *
EUR; 7,75%

Other, 7,18%

25,00%

30,00%

Annualized Performance

1.11
+18.50%

Holdings by Market Cap (% of Equity Holdings)
>50 bn;
26,27%

< 2 bn; 13,49%

JPY; 17,57%

2 - 10 bn;
15,96%
10 - 50 bn;
44,27%

USD; 67,50%

*90-100% hedged

Contact Details
Investor Contact

Management Company

Investment Manager

Investment Adviser

MontLake Funds (UK) Ltd

MontLake Management Ltd
23 St. Stephen’s Green

Sturgeon Ventures LLP

RoboCap LLP

Linstead House, 9 Disraeli Road

10 Brick Street

Dublin 2, Ireland

London, SW15 2DR, UK

Mayfair, London, W1J 7HQ, UK

T: +353 1 533 7020

T: +44 203 167 4625

T: +44 203 457 1220

investorrelations@montlakefunds.com

hello@sturgeonventures.com

info@robocapfund.com

Park House, 116 Park Street
London, W1K 6AF
T: +44 20 3709 4510
investorrelations@montlakefunds.com

Disclaimer
RISK WARNING: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of investments and the returns from them may fall as well as rise. Investments in equities are subject to market risk. Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the
value price or income of the product. The RoboCap UCITS Fund (the “Fund”) may use higher leverage and financial derivative instruments as part of the investment process. The distribution of this report does not constitute an offer or solicitation and this notice shall
not be construed as an offer of sale in any other fund managed or advised by Sturgeon Ventures LLP or MontLake Management Limited (“ML”). Any investment in the Fund should be based on the full details contained in the Fund’s Supplement Prospectus and Key
Investor Information Document which together with the MontLake UCITS Platform ICAV Prospectus may be downloaded from the MontLake website (www.montlakeucits.com). Information given in this document has been obtained from, or based upon, sources
believed by us to be reliable and accurate although neither ML nor Sturgeon Ventures LLP accepts liability for the accuracy of the contents. The Representative in Switzerland is ARM Swiss Representatives SA, Route de Cité-Ouest 2, 1196 Gland, Switzerland, whilst
the Paying Agent is NPB Neue Privat Bank AG, Limmatquai 1/am Bellevue, P.O. Box, CH-8024 Zurich. In respect of the units distributed in or from Switzerland, the place of performance and jurisdiction is at the registered office of the Swiss representative. The basic
documents of the Fund as well as the annual and, if applicable, semi-annual report may be obtained free of charge at the registered office of the Swiss Representative. Issued and approved by MontLake Management Ltd. ML does not offer investment advice or
make recommendations regarding investments. The Manager of the Fund is MontLake Management Ltd, a company regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. The Investment Manager for the fund, Sturgeon Ventures LLP is authorised and regulated by the U.K.
Financial Conduct Authority. The MontLake UCITS Platform ICAV is registered and regulated as an open-ended Irish collective asset-management vehicle with segregated liability between sub-Funds formed in Ireland under the Irish Collective Asset management
Vehicles Act 2015 and authorised by the Central Bank as a UCITS pursuant to the UCITS Regulations. This notice shall not be construed as an offer of sale in the Fund. The state of the origin of the Fund is the Republic of Ireland. The performance data do not take
account of the commissions and costs incurred on the issue and redemption of units. Authorised and Regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. This is a marketing document.

For more information visit www.montlakeucits.com

